Camaro girl

All characters are at least 18 years old except where is stated otherwise. There is no sex in this
chapter so be advised. Thanks for reading. He gets another chorus of cries from his teammates
and the pace increases. Antoine "Tank" Adams finds himself drifting back, sweat pouring off his
bronze skin and his breath coming in painful gasps. Tank had put on about forty pounds of
muscle over the summer to bulk up to try and win the defensive captain spot this year. Now he
was now feeling the extra weight dragging him down under the hot August afternoon sun. I
notice that he's not looking so great and start dropping back with him. I just can't I'm already
regretting when we slap the pads on and you light me up. All he yelled about at practice this
morning was how a winning season would break records. Like any of us on second team will be
any part of it. I could probably catch up with Mr. Wonderful and pass him with ease but if I did
that after a two hour practice already under my belt today Coach would test me for steroids. I'd
like to Thought you wanted to be He already has an agent signing him up for toothpaste
commercials and car dealership ads. There's no way I'm going to be the guy with him around.
When Antoine showed up this afternoon for the first team practice, he was worried about the
kid. He looked like all he did was hit the weights all summer. Apparently, he forgot to work on
his cardio though. Coach Pennington started jogging to catch up to the faltering pair of kids
that were letting the main pack get further away. He was surprised when he found the back up
quarterback jogging along with "Tank" as the kids called Antoine. Jake Gibson was usually
right on Patrick heels. I wanted to be He stumbles forward nearly falling over until I catch him.
The coach helps me keep Tank upright. Patrick better keep his eye on him this year. Your GPA
will put you near the very top of the senior class and I'd be amiss if I didn't mention how you led
your school to the state championship in volleyball last year. She loved playing volleyball for
her old school in Charlotte but the drama club was a new interest, suggested by her father in
the hopes that it would help her come out her shell a little. Victoria Golden tells him beaming
with pride. Each school sport seems to be represented but the football team has the most
trophies. The past seven years the schools program has produced the state champion. The kids
love him. In her experience, most football players were mouth breathers who skated through
classes because they played a game well. The ones who seemed to have a brain only used it to
get alcohol, drugs or girls into their beds. The few football players she knew at her school had
made sure that she wasn't a fan. The second practice of the day has "kicked off" so to speak.
She wished that she'd at least go have a look to show a little school spirit. They are a real fun
bunch. On the way to their car Victoria notices Jessica glancing towards the stadium and
smiles. I've got to run by the house, pick up your sister and go to the elementary school to fill
out her paperwork. I know this move has been hard on you but we The move has been hard on
all of us. I think I will head to the stadium and check out the marching band at least. They sound
pretty good. Thanks man, I appreciate it. If you had to do two a days I'd already have you
halfway there. Coach Pennington laughs. I need my star linebacker in tip top shape in time for
the season. Your two a days are officially over. Coach Pennington chuckles. He's hungry for
that record setting season. Coach smiles, "Sounds to me like you just volunteered to be the first
Matador Mr. I want to hear those pads pop when I call your number Tank. I'm gonna miss you
white boy. Captain Wonderful is getting too damn cocky and it's gonna catch up to him. Coach,
if it's cool with you I'm gonna run the steps for a while. They can't be that bad," I joke before
taking off towards the stands. She turns to find a handsome blonde haired boy flanked by a
couple other guys, they all look freshly showered telling her that they're all on the football team.
Shelly Marsh is sitting with her friend Jody Mabe when she looks up and notices Patrick and his
crew standing around a new girl. My name's Jessica. She blushes slightly at the handsome
boy's compliment. I expected you to finish right behind me as usual. You're running the stairs
after having two practices today. I saw you checking on Antoine. Is he all right? Do you think
he'll play nurse once he knocks you out? God knows you'll need someone to do it. Do
something! Jody is doing the same while the new girl just looks shocked at the turn of events.
Their laughter chase me down the stadium stairs. She gets to her feet and goes down the steps
after Jake. Jody gets to her feet to follow her but pauses and looks at Jessica. How about you
walk us to my car and we can all go for a little ride around town? I'll show you all the cool
places to hang out. Jessica looks up at the attractive boy and gets to her feet. Patrick smiles his
eyes drifting over her figure, already feeling himself fucking this hottie in the back of his
Camaro. Patrick grabs her hand and gives her a smile. I'd like to welcome her here too. Jody
frowns as she watches the group walking away. Maybe this time things will be different. He's
the starting quarterback apparently. There's a reason I don't date jocks. Jessica smiles back at
her little sister. When did you get so smart? He looked so cute in his uniform. They were nice,
the girls I mean. I wasn't very impressed with those guys but I'm not looking for any dates. I'm
just going to concentrate on my education. Patrick's always going to be the number one guy
and I'm just his Shadow. I don't know why dad thinks this year will be any different. Ever since

kindergarten I've been in Patrick Greene's shadow hence the clever nickname I earned from
Patrick and his cronies back in middle school. I go over to the heavy bag I put up last year when
I needed a way to work out my anger without getting in trouble and begin throwing jabs when I
hear my dad shout from the living room "And think about getting a hair cut! Staci is a
cheerleader with honey blonde hair and has been Patrick's on and off again "girlfriend" since
freshman year. We were going to do the whole Prom King and Queen thing. We both have fun
whenever we can. It's nice to meet you. Report Story. Login or Sign Up. Literotica is a
trademark. No part may be reproduced in any form without explicit written permission.
Password: Forgot your password? Security code:. New Story Page Preview. Try the new
mobile-friendly Literotica story page with font customization!! Click Here To Preview. New Girl
in Town Pt. Submit bug report. Stories Poems Story Series. Tags Portal Chat Forum. Adult Store
Movies Webcams. Username: Password: Forgot your password? Upload successful User avatar
uploaded successfuly and waiting for moderation. Top definition. Girl Code. The code of
guidelines that are girls most obey in order not to get kicked out of the community. There are
many opinions if the Girl Code actually exists, as well as the Guy Code. Until such time, he
should be referred to as "The boy" or "That guy". Right Now". This is the guy friend who is
always ready and available to hang out with you, and may or may not like you as more than a
friend. He is always ready to party till dawn, and do things you wish you didn't remember in the
morning. Right Now. Exception: If he's one of those guys who every girl likes. In most cases it
is easier to nod. Exception: If a guy cheated or dumped your friend is is exceptional for you to
claim he isn't good enough, and that she deserves better as well as reminding her that he was
an asshole anyway. If permission to is granted their should be at least 3 other people with you.
If a friend borrows an item of clothing and destroys it, said friend must re-pay it. Find a better
way to tell your friend how they look. Ex: 'I think your other jeans are nice' , 'You should wear
less eyeliner, you have great eyes'. Show some respect. Do not invite your boyfriend. The same
thing happened to me today, only I stepped in gum on the subway platform too. If a friend is
asking you if she should get back together with her ex who chated on her, never wanted to hang
out with her and than blamed her for them breaking up, and you say 'Yes', than you're a bad
friend. Friends are supposed to protect and help friends. SO say your part even if they don't like
what you have to say. If a girl walks in looking gorgeous, girls automatically try to find
something bad about her. But who knows? She could have just lose a friend, or got dumped,
etc. So be nice and stop hating. Feb 23 Word of the Day. The process of searching a building for
an empty bathroom. A successful bowl search typically relieves the frustration of
uncomftorably defecating around others, although in less frequent cases the desire to urinate
alone is a factor. Bowl searching can be done anywhere although it is most prevelant on college
campuses. Jeez , what's taking so long? If you're close friends with a girl, you aren't allowed to
fw any of her ex's or anyone that they had a thing with if it lasted for longer than three months.
You can't talk to him, that's breaking girl code! Girl code. An established code, a womans law
that 'every girl should follow'? Bits and pieces have been nabbed from dotted groups and edited
to establish an official code, but the majority have been thought up by moi after attending an all
girls school for 5 years. Filled with bitchiness and an inability to look passed image, as well as
including the perks and positives this is Do this at your own risk biatch!! There are things your
companions do not need to see! This however can be broken once the said friend has broken
up with the guy.. Also if your friend is turning orange through fake tanning you must make her
aware of this 31 No woman at any time shall allow her thong to rise above the waistline of her
pants 32 No woman may loudly deem herself "fat" if she is in the presence of an obviously fatter
woman. However if you're ok with this feel free to wear the skirt, we need someone to bitch
about 44 If you are experiencing PMS, Post-PMS, or Pre-PMS, you are permitted to exhibit any
manner of behaviors you wish without regard to logical consistency or accepted norms of
human behavior. However this rule does not make you exepmt from any of the other girl rules
45 As women we are allowed to be completely self-absorbed and self obsessed when it comes
to A Our wedding days, B Our birthdays, C childbirth, D Breakups 46 " I have a boyfriend " is a
completely acceptable way of turning a guy down, especially if you have to lie about it. Suzy
Devereux Sutton High School 52 A girl is allowed to come up with cutesy pet names for her
boyfriend and use them around his friends for general punishment if he has angered or
displeased her in any way. We are courteous to our friends. This is a sign of a true friend.
Instead nutting him will suffice. The male population do it enough for both sexes, we don't need
to stoop to their level. Some examples are listed to help the boys out ; 1. Sara: He is so cute
though!!!! Besides, you dumped him But your friend deserves the courtesy of knowing he asked
you out and that you said "yes. You don't have the right to potentially endanger the lives of your
friends by bringing back someone none of you knows. No matter if your friend is drunk or just
not ready to leave. Find a way to get her to leave with you. Better to have a friend not talking to

you because she's mad than because she's dead. Call a cab, call the police. They'd rather you
do that than have to pull your lifeless body from your car or that of the other car you hit
head-on. Flirting with your colleague's husband when she went to the Ladies Room breaks Girl
Code. Don't date your friends ex's 2. Don't talk to your friends ex's 3. Don't think about your
friends ex's 4. See rule Slut- Do you think Sally would mind if i talked to her ex? Innocent
Bystander- No bitch that's breaking the girl code! Eee-o eleven UrbDic Rush B Cyka Blyat Pimp
Nails Backpedaling Anol Wetter than an otter's pocket TSIF I was hooked at chapter one. The
author was able to grab my attention from the beginning and keep it until the end. I could not
put this book down and finished it in one day which is super-fast for me. The cover art for this
book was amazing! I totally loved the main character, Faith Winters. She is a young girl who
comes with many flaws but because of that. She is a young girl who comes with many flaws but
because of that it makes her story real and believable. I love books with lots of twists and turns
and this one did not disappoint. The author had me guessing clear up to the end. And WOW!
What an ending! I thought I had it all figured out then NOâ€¦back to square one again. I would
definitely recommend this to anyone who loves psychological thrillers and a good whodunit
mystery. Five out of five stars for The Girl Who Lived!!! Goodreads helps you keep track of
books you want to read. Want to Read savingâ€¦. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. Other
editions. Enlarge cover. Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Open Preview See a Problem?
Details if other :. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Return to Book Page. Ten years ago,
four people were brutally murdered. One girl lived. No one believes her story. As the
anniversary of the murders approaches, Faith Winters is released from the psychiatric hospital
and yanked back to Ten years ago, four people were brutally murdered. As the anniversary of
the murders approaches, Faith Winters is released from the psychiatric hospital and yanked
back to the last spot on earth she wants to beâ€”her hometown where the slayings took place.
From the mind of Wall Street Journal bestselling author Christopher Greyson comes a story
with twists and turns that take the reader on a journey of light and dark, good and evil, to the
edge of madness. Not since Girl on the Train and Gone Girl has a psychological thriller kept
readers so addictedâ€”and guessing right until the last page. Get A Copy. Kindle Edition ,
pages. Published November 4th by Greyson Media first published November 2nd More Details
Original Title. Other Editions Friend Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book,
please sign up. To ask other readers questions about The Girl Who Lived , please sign up. Are
there gruesome details in this book? I'm intrigued but don't wish to read explicit murder scenes.
Thanks for the input. Please no spoilers. Pamela This is written in a way that you get the
intensity of what happened without lengthy detail. This question contains spoilersâ€¦ view
spoiler [Christopher Greyson. I'm sick to death of the way recovery meetings are portrayed in
books. I'm only halfway through the book and have found so many inaccuracies I'm angry. We
staunchly guard and practice anonymity. We don't judge when someone got to a meeting as to
signing their paper. Too many more to list The Imperfect Yogi This answer contains spoilersâ€¦
view spoiler [Actually for those who have court appointed AA, yes, they have to get signatures.
See all 21 questions about The Girl Who Livedâ€¦. Lists with This Book. Community Reviews.
Showing Average rating 3. Rating details. More filters. Sort order. Start your review of The Girl
Who Lived. Jan 29, Misty rated it liked it Shelves: The Girl Who Lived follows in that veinâ€”an
average mystery with a ridiculous ending and four and five star ratings that have left me
shaking my head. The plot is uniqueâ€”to that I will concede. Though local authorities have
closed the case, convinced her father killed them all and then himself, Faith remembers another
manâ€”a man with the face of a ratâ€”whom she believes committed all of the murders and then
chased her into the woods. Now that she is finally out of the hospital again and in her own
apartment, trying to tamp her rage and alcohol addiction, Rat Face is backâ€”and he is stalking
her. That is the question that propels the rest of this book. So not only is the plot reasonably
unique, the writing is also solid. So why three stars? This would have been a four star read had I
not had such a visceral reaction to the conclusion. As it stands, however, three stars feels
generous. View all 50 comments. A book may be 5 stars to one person and 2 stars to another. I
personally loved the book, but not everyone will. I respect opinions, and I enjoy reading them! I
personally lo It just really confuses me when dozens of folks sing the praises of something in
which I am unable to find value. Apr 15, Joey R. This is the reason I subscribed to Kindle
Unlimited is to find lesser known authors who write great books. That is how I found John
Marrs, who is still one of my favorites. The author 4. This leads to many problems for Faith and
she ends up being institutionalized. The story begins as Faith leaves this mental institution and
returns home as an adult with this mystery still unsolved. The book interjects some great
suspects from law enforcement to relatives and really gives the reader the view that everyone is
a suspect. The book is good from start to finish and never loses its break-neck pace. View all 3
comments. She was just a child, but the nightmare she witnessed and survived was the end of

the innocence of Faith Winters and only the beginning of ten years of living hell. It was when
she moved back to her childhood town that she started seeing the Ratman, the man she saw all
those years ago, the man she hid from under a log for four hours, the man no one believes
exists. Drunken illusions? Who can Faith trust? Who will believe in her? I had to do a balancing
act on the edge of my seat for this one! Wickedly twisted, terrifyingly dark, like running through
a monster-filled maze alone, when the lights go out and that next turn is a dead end. This is my
voluntary review! View all 7 comments. Reading The Girl Who Lived is like watching a great
psychological thriller movie because of how brilliantly Greyson's storytelling is. This is one of
those books that readers will try to finish reading in one sitting because that is how interesting
and exciting the story is. I wonder now on when will come the time for movie or tv producers to
make this a movie or TV series of this excellent novel. View all 6 comments. Jan 19, Salvatore
Matera rated it did not like it. Preposterous An illogical twisted plot with an unlikable heroine,
and one dimensional characters. View all 4 comments. My first encounter with this author came
via Jack of Hearts , a recent entry in his series featuring detective Jack Stratton. That one made
a favorable impression - I look forward to the next one, hint, hint - and when I ran across this
new standalone, I considered giving it a try. When I read the description, I was convinced that
reading it would be a good idea - so even though it was just days before the release date, I
requested, and was approved for, an advance copy thank you. In fact, it tu My first encounter
with this author came via Jack of Hearts , a recent entry in his series featuring detective Jack
Stratton. In fact, it turned out to be a great idea; my concern that I might not get it finished on
time vanished after a handful of chapters. NFL and college football games came and went
unwatched, Lawrence Welk got recorded, and I even skipped at least one lunch because I
couldn't bring myself to put it down. A 5-star rating? A no-brainer. The book's title reflects the
title of another book - one written by the mother of Faith Winters. Ten years earlier, Faith's
beloved sister Kim and two others died violent deaths, reportedly at the hand of her father, who
then committed suicide. Faith, who was present at the time, managed to hide out in the dark
woods. She escaped certain death, yes, but she was left with deep psychological wounds.
Faith's mother, a therapist, worked through her own grief by way of writing a tell-all book about
the daughter - Faith - who survived. Faith continued to bury her anguish by way of alcohol,
temper tantrums and other behavioral no-nos, which in turn landed her in a psychiatric hospital.
But now, close to the anniversary of the murders, she gets the okay for release - on the
condition that she return to the hometown in which all the blood was shed and participate in
group therapy programs. No matter what she tries, though, she's not able to shake off the
trauma of her past - nor her belief that the father she loved did not commit the awful crimes.
That's because she'd seen another person at the scene back then - an unknown man she calls
"Rat Face. Even when she spots him once again, everyone thinks it's all in her twisted mind.
Everyone, that is, except Rat Face, who learns that Faith has spotted him again. Now, he - and
possibly his partners in crime - must do whatever it takes to keep from being identified,
including making sure that this time, they leave no witnesses. Several twists and turns lead to
an exciting conclusion I won't say it's totally satisfying, but the loose ends get pretty well tied
up. In short? Very well done and highly recommended. Another book about a self absorbed
drunk. Lots of paranoia. Sooo many characters who could have been suspects to the point of
ridiculousness. It got to the point where it was just absurd. This book is like a circus with
tooooo many clowns. View all 15 comments. Tis the season to be merry and bright and I just
gulped a page turning stunner that you best be putting under your tree. Holy Smokes! An
unreliable narrator, a cast of compelling characters that make for interesting suspects and I
couldn't have predicted the ending even if I had been privy to the first drafts. I have so many
questions and I wish I had the author's coordinates because I would probably need to call him,
but that would probably just end up with me breathing heavily because my heart Tis the season
to be merry and bright and I just gulped a page turning stunner that you best be putting under
your tree. I have so many questions and I wish I had the author's coordinates because I would
probably need to call him, but that would probably just end up with me breathing heavily
because my heart is still racing. So darn good! So I had a lot of issues with this story--well, let
me rephrase. There were a lot of things about this story that I didn't like. Let's start with the
main character. Faith's character just never did much for me. She was too disoriented? I guess
would be the best word? She never really seemed capable of stopping to Bleh. It's hard to feel
any sort of connection with her because she doesn't allow herself to connect to anyone and it's
hard to root for her when she spends the entire book actively working against herself. I mean
There didn't seem to be any "Oh no maybe I shouldn't do this" thought about it or struggle
against it, either. And throughout the rest of the book, her actions reflect that sort of thought
process well, the lack thereof. And then, thoughout the novel, it sort of felt like a pop up
book--I'm trying to think of a pop culture example to compare it to, but basically, especially at

the end of the novel, these characters were just popping up in every corner of the room like a
soap opera "Don't trust him! The ending was a really big disappointment to me, essentially. Was
it surprising? But it didn't For money and to be with Look, okay, I get it, if she arranged for the
dad to be killed--I mean, maybe I don't get it. Here's a big issue I've seen in a lot of books I've
read, and it's something authors should always ask themselves--Why not? This is a question
that needs to be asked in terms of motives and the ways characters go about getting the things
they want. In this context, if Perf Psychologist Mom wanted to have her fantasy life with dad
Why not just divorce him? I would think, in the 21st century, it wouldn't ruin her image unless
she was a Republican running for office with the "sanctity of marriage" platform, maybe?? And
then, bingo! My point is, if there's an easier way for things to be accomplished, why wouldn't a
character take it? The only reason the murder case was originally shut in the first place was
because they assumed the dad killed the family on really, really weak evidence, btw and that
wasn't part of the original murder-for-hire plan. Why didn't she cultivate a motive AKA ask the
perps to make it look like a robbery gone wrong, ask them to purposely frame the dad by
shooting--not stabbing--everyone, etc etc? The OG murder-plot doesn't really make sense to
me, and neither does the second half. No more
daughter-who-saw-the-killer-and-never-believed-her-father-did-it issues, no daughter talking
about those issues to anyone including the mom's therapist partner , nothing. And then the
mom could continue living her life with Thad, making money off of the first book--with the
anniversary coming up, it would still sell more copies and make plenty of money--and the
mom's life would be as un-threatened and idyllic as it had been for the ten years before that. It
just doesn't make sense for her to jeopardize everything she's built in the last 10 years by
letting her daughter be free and actively question the OG murders. The convoluted lengths the
mom went to just to But let's move past that. I think--and this is an odd criticism for me--that
there were almost Or maybe it's just the way that they kept popping up, like I described earlier.
In the end, the only reason anything worked out for her was because the mom triggered her own
downfall. It was entirely a stroke of her mother's bad luck I'm hesitant to even say that it was
Faith's good luck, honestly that lead to Faith surviving the day and her mother being caught.
Why didn't the mom make it look like Faith had shot herself in the house with Hunter or Cory or
whatever his name was? Then no one would be alive to question what had happened well, the
cameras, obvs, but the mom didn't know about those, so to her mind, you get the point. And can
we talk about that scene at the end with "Agent Henry"?? God, I'm so over "twist" endings
where characters end up being figments of the protag's imagination or the book ends up being
"just a dream. If that's not enough of a "reason" for me to dislike it, let me also poke some holes
in it: Hallucinations are like dreams, in that they are built from pieces of your memory. Where
the ever loving hell did Henryika Whatever-her-last-name-was come from?? Why would Faith
imagine her, just her, in all these convenient moments when she was alone? Hallucinations are
rarely so convenient and polite. And, finally, what was the fucking point?? Did she encourage
Faith to stay sober? Yes, but did it actually have any effect on Faith's sobriety? NO--she went
drinking the next day! Did she tell Faith to lay low and protect herself? Yes, but, again, did Faith
listen to that? Did she act as a strengthening, helpful force that convinced Faith to stay alive?
No, because even though she offered some compelling reasons for Faith to stay alive, Faith still
wanted to commit suicide and would have done it if she hadn't been interrupted at the cabin
again, the DAY AFTER she had that convo with Henry! Why not just have Faith imagine her
sister there, guiding her? And at the end, Henry turned into Kim anyway, so what was the
point?? Henderson, who talks to what Faith believes is Kim's ghost--instead of this "ooo, crazy
knitting lady at a survivor's meeting" vibe, Faith could have believed that she found an actual
ally and it would have strengthened her own belief that she was really hearing from Kim's ghost.
It was predictable, boring, and it's been done a thousand times. Give me something new. The
idea that he was serial killer was given to us by Henry, which means that Faith technically made
it up, but the book never directly addressed whether the "serial killer" thing was true or not. He
wasn't fleshed out--he was just a shadow created and used by the author to hide the mom's
involvement until the twist ending, which is not necessarily a bad thing, but his character
suffered from it because he didn't have any depth, and so he became one of those "just a crazy,
murder-loving psychopath" characters who we don't really know anything about besides the
fact that they like killing people. View all 9 comments. At least for me, when you read so many
thrillers back to back it's pretty easy to see the formula for writing. That's certainly not to say
that I myself could do that, I definitely can not. My only point is, at a certain point it becomes par
for the course instead of really taking you by surprise. So when something new, something rich
and exciting comes alo 5, brilliantly crafted with a surprisingly emotional ending stars!! So
when something new, something rich and exciting comes along it makes it even more fun.
That's the case with The Girl Who Lived. Who is the girl who lived? Her name is Faith Winters

and she bore witness to the brutal slaying of her sister, best friend, her best friends mother and
her beloved father on her 13th birthday. Barely surviving the encounter herself Faith spirals into
a pit of depression, alcoholism and unrelenting anguish. After local police close the case
coming to a conclusion that Faith knows is wrong, her survivors guilt leads her down a path
that eventually leads to her incarceration. Like paper clips to a magnet, they were drawn back to
the same spot, helpless in the grip of instinct, unable to go in any other direction. Upon Faiths
release from prison, she's forced to return to the one place that has haunted her for a decade her home town. As she works to try once again to dig herself out of the grave through court
mandated AA meetings, survivors groups and "family" time with her mother, her past comes
back to haunt her. Faith doesn't remember the whole truth, but she knows without a shadow of
a doubt that what the police say happened is wrong. When she sees a man she's deems "Rat
Face" who she remember from the night of the slayings in town, it sends her into a frenzy to
uncover the truth about her loved ones murders - no matter what the cost. Hush, little girl, rest
your head. Hush, little girl, stay in bed. The sun and your friends are fast asleep. Hurry now, and
follow me. Wowewow could I not put this book down. I read it in one sitting and couldn't tear my
eyes away from the pages as the words played out in my head like a movie. Greyson did such a
phenomenal job threading the needle of the unreliable narrator trope while simultaneously
creating a character in Faith that you couldn't help but root for. From the start your heart breaks
and bleeds for Faith's story and what she has endured from such a young age but you can't
help but want to shake her out of her self-induced stooper. While Faith's character had the most
dimension and the most layers to her personality and her story, each character brought with
them their own perspectives and view on a true tragedy and added a continued depth to the
story that kept me questioning from page one. As I've mentioned before, it can't be said that it's
difficult to "pull one over" on me because despite the fact that I spend the entire book
questioning everything, I'm still generally wrong. There's the excitement of being genuinely
surprised by a books final twists - and boy does this book have them in spades. Then there's
the delight in being surprised by the level of depth that a story has once you finish it. For me,
the true meaning of a story can't be fully realized until you've seen how an author chooses to
end it. It's always seemed so much harder to end a story than to start it so I'm always tickled
when an author knocks it out of the park, and The Girl Who Lived did the damn thing. There's so
much emotion in Faith's story, so much sadness and pain in her life that I think the book
would've been remiss to ignore in the ending. I found myself a soft blubbering mess when I got
to the last chapter of the book and Greyson did an incredible job of not only tying up all loose
ends, but truly giving Faith's story the grace it deserved. Her father called her Spitfire. If you
can't tell already, I loved it. The emotional depth of not just the story, but it's individual
characters had me teetering on the edge of my seat as I raced to finish this book. View 2
comments. Jun 10, lunacat37 rated it really liked it. This is a really great book and I enjoyed
reading it quite a lot. It was hard to put down! My only critique is that there were way too many
plot twists and the author really overdid it. Other than that I enjoyed the book. Nov 08, Cheryl
rated it really liked it Shelves: arc-giveaway , adult-fiction , mystery-suspense-thriller. It was
going to be a very special day and Faith was excited. As they approached, the door opened and
someone grabbed Kim. Kim screamed for Faith to runâ€¦â€¦.. Ten years had gone by and Faith
had never fully recovered from the horror she experienced that day. But now, after being treated
in a psychiatric hospital, Faith is being released. But she is determined to seek justice for the
victims, and to find the murderer. The Girl Who Lived is a first rate, fast paced psychological
thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final pages! Twists and turns abound
as you reach the final, unexpected conclusion. View all 11 comments. I received a copy of this
book from Netgalley, in exchange for an honest review. A real page-turner, good fun to read. I
commenced reading The Girl Who Lived with the expectation that it would comply with the
standard genre formula, but offer a gripping, fast-paced read. It didn't disappoint. Yes, it was
marginally formulaic, but I had a lot of I received a copy of this book from Netgalley, in
exchange for an honest review. Yes, it was marginally formulaic, but I had a lot of fun reading it!
It starts in an institution for people with severe mental health problems; and that's where we
first meet Faith; a twenty-something year old girl with a seriously troubled past. It transpires
that her sister and father were murdered in front of her, as was her friend and her mother. The
only thing Faith remembers clearly is 'Rat Face', a nasty-looking, thin faced man who was there
at the time. On her release, Faith swears to stay off the booze, and not go looking for revenge both promises that she fails to keep. She starts to see Rat Face everywhere, and worse still,
he's pursuing her Let's start with what was good about this book. I liked Faith a lot. She's brittle,
aggressive and completely unapologetic; and I like that the author didn't soften her up or dumb
her down. Why should a protagonist have to be likeable, anyway? This made the trauma that
she'd suffered feel far more authentic. It was a well-crafted, well-paced read too. At no point was

I bored, and I kept those pages turning, keen to find out what was going to happen next. I also
didn't guess the final ending, which is always a good thing. However, I had some minor issues
with the final pages and this is so often the problem for me, when reading books like this! I
found it very over-sensationalised and too twisty-turny to comprehend. In short, my disbelief
can only be suspended so far, and with this book, it snapped quite a way before the end. There
were a few other points where I felt this too - that certain scenarios just didn't feel credible. But I
am fully prepared to admit that this is due to me questioning things too much, and other readers
may be far happier to go along for the ride without over-thinking it all! To conclude? It's a good
example of a book of this genre, done in an entertaining, engaging way. If you're in love with
this style of book, it's definitely one to add to the list. May 31, Chada rated it it was amazing.
That was an amazing thriller!! Suspense, suspense, suspense!!! Those are the good thriller,
where the reader is chocked in every chapter more and more!! In this book I laughed, I cried, I
was chocked, I was happy, I was sad, I was angry omg all my feelings got expressed! The
author omg the author!!! It is just a wonderful work like how Christopher Greyson transfer
purely the chock that Faith has everytime she discovers something crazy! It is o 5 stars of
course!!!!! It is one of my favorite books! This was an addictive read that I finished in one
sitting! I was on the edge of my seat with this story and the plot was gripping! I love cold cases
and this was a fantastic crime thriller. I received a copy of this book via NetGalley in exchange
for an honest review. To find this review and others please visit touchmyspinebookreviews.
This book sucked me in.. Faith is a survivor.. Drinking too much, medication and bad decisions.
Thanks to Netgalley and Greyson Media Associates for a copy of this book to read and review
This is remarkably fast-paced and a really easy read. The case is undoubtedly intriguing, but for
me the book suffered from some hard to believe situations and some really stilted dialogue. I'm
certainly an outlier in those opinions, as it's gotten very high reviews on Good Reads. Three
stars from me still means I enjoyed it, but not quite enough to give it a four. It does keep you
guessing! Ten years ago, Faith Winters ran and hid from an attacker. That's the only thing that
saved her from suff This is remarkably fast-paced and a really easy read. That's the only thing
that saved her from suffering the same fate of four others: her older sister, her father, her best
friend, and her best friend's mother. In only one night, her life is destroyed and her family is cut
in half, with only her mother and her remaining. The killer has never been caught, and Faith has
spent the years back and forth from mental hospitals. As the ten year anniversary approaches,
she's released back into the town where it all began. Still determined to find the killer but
waylaid by her own fractured mind and addiction to alcohol, she finds herself in plenty of
perilous situations. In her world, no one can be trusted and everyone is a suspect. But can she
find the killer before she's found first Recommended to fans of thrillers who don't mind some
suspension of disbelief and lots of action. The ending is explosive. My review is honest and
unbiased. Greyson is a master of weaving suspense and keeping the reader guessing as to who
is to blame. Faith Winters is an addict, a survivor, and a women who wonders why she lives.
Having spent years in a psychiatric hospital she finally gets to step into freedom. Question is
can she revisit Marshfield the place of murder and the killer that was never caught! Danger is
chasing Faith and she cannot decide who is friend and who is the monster. Can six shots of
whisky decide her fate? Comments here are my honest opinion. It's a deadly game of cat and
mouse as Faith tracks down the man responsible for killing half her family. The action explodes
from the pages from beginning to end. The twists kept me guessing and the reveal was
surprising. I felt like the last chapter too an odd turn but I liked it anyway. Over all, it was a good
read but reader should be warned there is plenty of violence which is to be expected and there
is quite a bit of talk about suicide. I don't know why I even bother to finish books that are so
unbelievable that I find myself rolling my eyes. NO WAY! I did not like this book. I do seem to be
the only one though, so, if you read it and enjoy it, never mind me. Aug 23, Jaine rated it it was
amazing. This books is actually great. I love it. I feel really sympathize with Faith. What she
experience is so horrible and it should be understandable knowing what she went through. It is
just sad that no one believed in her. I love Faith's resilience. She really push through, even
though she is scared and no one believed in her. I love everything about her. I understand her
doubts with the people she encounter. It is indeed hard to trust when you are being hunted. The
ending is definite This books is actually great. The ending is definitely a shocking revelation. It's
just a dumb reason to do those horrible things. Just because of Love and Money. Faith doesn't
deserve any of it. But I am glad of the ending. Thank goodness. Definitely recommended. This
book spook me but I love the thrill!!!! I must say that this book started out slow for me and it
took me time to warm up to the main character. This book is about Faith, the lone survivor of a
brutal murdering spree and her quest for justice. It depicts her battles with depression and
mental illness as well. I found it hard to relate to her at first and also hard to like her, but she
grew on me as the story went on and I became more engaged with her and the story. In the end,

I really enjoyed the book and I was actually surprised by the ending and I usually can see the
twist a mile away so that was really fun. Definitely recommend! View 1 comment. She saw Rat
Face man on Death Day and now she cannot get his face off her mind. Faith has spent almost
ten years in mental institutes and today her mother is signing her out, she will finally be free, or
will she? Faith is having a hard time with the rules of her probation, she needs the alcohol for
the rough days and the gun for security and protection. They saw each other by accident, Rat
Face and Faith and what happens next She saw Rat Face man on Death Day and now she
cannot get his face off her mind. I received a copy of this novel from NetGalley and Greyson
Media in exchange for an honest review. We all deal with grief in different ways. Some of us
survive a tragedy and move on with our lives. Some of us do not. Ten years ago, when she was
13, Faith Winters watched the brutal killing of 4 people she knew and loved. As the 10th
anniversary of the murders approaches, she is released from her most recent psychiatric
incarceration and sent back to a world where no one believ We all deal with grief in different
ways. As the 10th anniversary of the murders approaches, she is released from her most recent
psychiatric incarceration and sent back to a world where no one believes anything she says.
They see her as the sole victim who survived a massacre, never as her own person. Faith has
always maintained that the man who was accused of the crime â€” her father â€” was innocent.
No one believed her back then and no one does today. Thrown back into a world where she is
an outcast, a felon, and considered delusional, Faith must weave and bob through
court-ordered therapy sessions, parole meetings and a deal with a mother who profited in the
worst possible way from the tragedy of the past. When we first meet Faith, I will admit, she was
a totally unsympathetic character for me. The chip on her shoulder had to weigh 5oo pounds
and her I hate the world mentality was off-putting. As the story progressed I grew less annoyed
with her and began to see her more as a single-minded, multifaceted young woman who, even
though the judicial and mental health systems had failed her, never the less stuck to her internal
motivation of proving her father innocent at all costs â€” even her own life. The people
surrounding her are all suspects, their behaviors, their words, even the way they treat her are
untrustworthy and make Faith feel she is truly on her own â€” and she is. In this book, Faith
survives one event after another that probably would have felled a lesser willed person. By the
final chapters of the book, I was rooting for her to not only find the real killer but to finally
believe life was worth living. I was given an arc of this novel from Netgalley for an honest
opinion and I can truthfully say The Girl Who Lived is a thrilling rollercoaster ride of terror,
harsh emotion, and redemption. Well worth the read! I received an advanced copy of The Girl
Who Lived. I like mystery, suspense, thrillers, and psychological thrillers in general. This book
definitely fits into those categories. The Girl Who Lived is a bit darker, it deals with survivors
guilt and addictions that manifest themselves aft I received an advanced copy of The Girl Who
Lived. The Girl Who Lived is a bit darker, it deals with survivors guilt and addictions that
manifest themselves after a horrendous crime and the aftermath. The main character, Faith,
feels she is a broken person. She is alive, but not living. I think anyone reading this book that
can relate to her anxiety, despair, and emptiness will appreciate her struggle. But you don't
need to be a survivor to get wrapped up in the suspense. I was totally surprised by the ending. I
didn't see it coming. But all of the puzzle pieces start to fall into place as you look back. I
thought the first two chapters were a bit slow, but you really want to hang in there. I think those
first few chapters explain where Faith is and why. Then the story starts picking up I was reading
from about am to am. I was going to read just until I fell asleep. But it is morning, I just finished
the book, my eyes are dry and bloodshot and it is time to feed the dog breakfast. This book.
Was so. So boring, this could have been a 50 page short story. What a fantastic roller coaster
ride! I was caught off guard, I laughed, and I cried. I wanna blame PMS, but you guys I wanna be
just like Faith, minus the tragedy she endures. This girl is the strongest woman I've ever
encountered. When faced with a situation where you can literally trust no one, what would you
do? Well she fought and fought hard. I want to hug her, and tell her I'm proud of her and I
admire her. I don't even think I can put into words how much I What a fantastic roller coaster
ride! I don't even think I can put into words how much I loved this book. Suspicion is cast upon
so many characters, and they all fit the bill. But the reality of the thing is so much crazier than
anyone could anticipate! I'd never say this in real life, but thank god for hidden cameras Dec 28,
Shaina rated it really liked it Shelves: , events , kindle , borrowed , my-ownbook-list , drama ,
ebook , review-of-the-year , ku , mystery-crime-detectives-sleuths. There are no discussion
topics on this book yet. Readers also enjoyed. About Christopher Greyson. Christopher
Greyson. Christopher Greyson is a Wall Street Journal bestselling author of mystery, action,
and thriller novels. His acclaimed Detective Jack Stratton Series has been read by over a million
readers and counting. This action-packed series has a broad appeal, finding favor with mystery,
thriller, and romance readers alike. Christopher Greyson has also penned the bestselling

psychological thriller, The Girl Who Lived , a young adult fantasy, Pure of Heart , and a special
collection of mysteries, The Adventures of Finn and Annie. Greyson's love of mystery and
adventure began with his grandfather, a World War I decorated hero. He will never forget being
introduced to his grandfather's friend, a WWI pilot who flew across the skies at the same time
as the feared legendary Red Baron. Since he was a little boy, Christopher Greyson dreamt of
what mystery was around the next corner, or quest lay over the hill. If he couldn't find an
adventure, one usually found him! Now he weaves those tales into his stories. Christopher
Greyson's educational background is an eclectic mix of degrees in Computer Science, Theatre
and Communications. He resides in Massachusetts with his lovely wife, Katherine Greyson,
author of the bestselling romance-mystery series Everyone Keeps Secrets and their two
wonderful children, Laura and Christopher. Christopher Greyson enjoys hearing from his
readers. Please visit ChristopherGreyson. Books by Christopher Greyson. Related Articles.
Read more No trivia or quizzes yet. Quotes from The Girl Who Lived. No baseball cap. Faith just
wanted to stop seeing the man the world believed killed her sister. Yet the tighter she closed her
eyes, the faster the images came. Faith pressed her palms against the sides of her head and
started screaming. The office door flew open. Rodgers, Titus, and two men in navy-blue suits
rushed into the room. Like a boxer against the ropes, the images rained down on Faith like
blows, but she was helpless to stop them. Each one sent her head reeling until she felt like she
was fallingâ€”tumbling into oblivion, welcoming the darkness and an end to the pain. Welcome
back. Just a moment while we sign you in to your Goodreads account. Sell Us Your Corvette.
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technicians have been with Jerry's over 12 years each on average. We repair motors,
transmissions, suspensions, brakes, fuel injection systems, bearings, cooling systems,
clutches, and air conditioning. When it comes to tires we compete with all the big tire stores
including Sam's Club. Mobility assistance programs available. In Short, here at Jerry's Service
Center, we can fix everything except a broken heart. Schedule a service appointment today!
New Models. Buick View All Models. Chevrolet View All Models. Welcome To Jerry's Auto
Group. Since opening our doors in , Jerry's Auto Group, Inc. It is our hope to make the car
buying process as quick and hassle free as possible. Contact Us View Inventory. Dealer
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